
Puzzle Picture On Outside 
And Inside Of Tube

Disclaimer: Puzzle pieces are not mosaic/irregular.  Each puzzle piece is uniform.
All our digital 4 color process printing methods (dye-sublimation, heat transfer and direct) utilize specialized computer printers to transfer your image onto our products. This print method uses CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) ink colors and not 
pre-mixed PMS inks (which are used in silkscreen and pad printing). Therefore, exact PMS color matching is not possible and we cannot issue credits, refunds or accept returns for an issue relating to a requested PMS color match. We will do our best 
to match your colors as closely as possible. Each product is manufactured and printed individually, so 3/16” movement in logo alignment may result and cannot be considered a defect in printing. Note on proofs: E-Proofs are for logo placement and size 
approval only. The colors shown on e-proofs will not be accurately represented on monitors. Therefore, e-proofs cannot be an exact color representation and factory is not responsible for ANY variation. E4862. Expires 12/31/2024. 0314U
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11.35 10.85 10.40 9.99 (C)

 #PZL503  “KEARNEY” 500 Piece Puzzle

Price Includes: Full Color Digital Imprint on puzzle pieces and Vinyl Label on outside of tube packaging (exact color 
matches are not guaranteed). Same imprint on both, no exceptions. Full Color Imprint Setup Charge: 60.00 (G) regard-
less of number of colors. . Repeat Setup Charge: 32.50 (G). Email Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. 
Production Time: 10 Days up to 200pcs or less (201 to 1000pcs 15 Days).
Puzzle Material: 350 gm white glossy chipboard - 0.039” thickness. Weight:  28 lbs./50 pcs. Packaging: White 3”W x 10”L x 
3”H Tube w/Plastic End Caps. Puzzle picture/label on outside of Tube may not be straight as it is placed by hand. Puzzle 
Difficulty: Moderate. PZL503: Safe Imprint Area: 22” W x 17” H (Full Bleed). 
NOTE: Puzzle picture/label on outside of Tube may not be straight as it is placed by hand.

Branding is fun with our 500 piece PhotoImage® full color, edge to edge, imprinted jigsaw puzzle. 
Pieces are made from a high quality 350-gram white chipboard with glossy finish. Puzzle pieces are 
packaged in a white clear round mailing tube with plastic end caps. Puzzle picture on outside and 
inside of tube for assembly guidance. Moderate difficulty.

$9.99
 250pcs+
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Included Inside Tube
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